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With its unique approach, Visualizing Physical Geography 2nd Edition captures the reader's

attention and demonstrates why physical geography is relevant to them. It relies heavily on the

integration of National Geographic and other visuals with narrative to explore key concepts. New

emphasis is placed on environmental issues, such as climate change, overpopulation and

deforestation, from a geographical perspective. Readers will appreciate this approach because it

vividly illustrates the interconnectedness of physical processes that weave together to create our

planet's dynamic surface and atmosphere.
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I have had this book for less than a month and despite minimal use the book has already fallen

apart. Literally. The first 4 chapters have fallen out due to the poor binding. Fortunately I am past

those chapters and even though I appreciate the lighter weight, it was a big inconvenience turning

through floppy pages before they finally came loose. Piece of crap. I have never had a any book do

this and am disappointed.

The pages are very thin and rip easy. The book was a requirement for class and it seems adequate

as far as information. The binder version is more reasonable in price and I found its much nicer

taking a few chapters on the go rather than the entire book. Taking the pages out a chapter at a

time helps prevent tearing when actively using this item.



I bought an PDF version for my Geo class. And this digital version sucks! You will find that it won't

be able to change the text size, page settings, and etc. But I love this book tho, so I gave it 4/5

instead of 1/5

This book is in extremely bad condition, it has pages torn out and just an overall terrible state. I am

very dissatisfied with the condition of this textbook and would seek a refund if i didn't absolutely

need it for class this week.

Educational and easy to understand. Served its purpose though my rental did have highlighted

passages from a previous user I found distracting.

This book is packed from front to back with helpful educational materials that I kept just to have for

referencing it

Book has good information presented in a fashion that was easy to understand and follow. This

book is also reasonably priced.

Does the job. Very worn but for the money it saves to rent it instead of buying, works just fine!
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